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Peter Andrews charts the change in
attitude to punk, from being ‘public
enemy number one’ to a serious (and
unusual) collectable area today
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Ari Up (The Slits) © Ian Dickson www.late20thcenturyboy.com
From the exhibition ‘1977’ at the Fashion Museum Bath, until
March 16, 2008. www.fashionmuseum.co.uk

Buyer’s Guide

■ Ask your 40 something
friends and relatives if they
were punks. They may reveal a
stash of old memorabilia.
■ Check out boot sales and,

more importantly, rummage
sales and charity shops.
Relatives clearing out old
wardrobes may be clueless as
to the value of a ripped teeshirt or a customised leather
jacket.

an you believe that
punk is over 30
years old? When
the Sex Pistols
played their controversial
version of God Save the
Queen in 1977, punks were
demonised by the tabloid
press. Some will say that
punk had already died by
this time. However, punk
as ‘public enemy number
one’ was something
that remained in the
consciousness of the British
public and left a legacy that
deﬁes analysis and lives on
to this day.
Any punk memorabilia
that survived the raucous
concerts and general
anarchy could be the basis of
a very cool collection. Punk
memorabilia, particularly
the clothing designs,
have become increasingly
collectable, gaining new
respect from museums and
collectors alike. Punk was an
industrious movement that
allowed creativity to ﬂow
■ Do your research. Thirty
years is not a long time, so
information from the original
owner may still be fresh
and will add provenance to
your items.
■ The Internet has opened up

without the need for masses
of money or technology.
Fashion design, graphic
design, music and ﬁlm all
owe a huge debt to this
creative tour de force.
Punk as a movement is
something that is hard to
deﬁne. It affected a whole
way of life for fans, from
attitude to clothing and
general outlook on life,
but its message was antiestablishment.
For the general public
the best representation
of all that was bad about
punk came in the form of
the band the Sex Pistols
– the brainchild of manager
Malcolm McLaren. They
were part of the ‘punk
package’, spreading their
anti-establishment slogans
to the rest of the country.
The media outcry and huge
take-up by a disaffected
youth was better than any
music marketing campaign
of today. It gave Britain’s
teens a sense of focus, while
the market and given old punks
the opportunity to sell their
items. Prices may ﬂuctuate but,
like many collectors’ items, the
choice is better than ever.
■ Record fairs can also offer
up some good memorabilia.
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A COOL COLLECTION
doing its very best to poke
fun at the establishment and
everything the country
held close.
Armed with slogans on
tee-shirts, bondage-style
clothing and a variety of
merchandise, the Sex Pistols
took their campaign around
the country. Thirty years
ago, the British view of
royalty, politics and public
order was vastly different to
our more cynical views
of today. Who knows, maybe
punk contributed to
this change?

Designer punk
PunkPistol was at the centre
of London’s punk scene,
and today writes about
and deals in the clothing

Fact File
What to Read
Sex and Seditionaries by
Punkpistol (Hardcover)
ISBN 10 0-9554643-0-7
ISBN 13 978-09554643-0-0

Where to Buy

■ www.punkﬂyer.com
– Seditionaries clothing, punk
posters, British and US punk
memorabilia.
■ www.punkrockposters.net
– a UK-based website featuring
many reasonably priced punk
posters and ﬂyers.

of Malcolm McLaren and
Vivienne Westwood. “I
specialise in a period of
clothing known as SEX and
Seditionaries, clothing that
was designed by Vivienne
Westwood and Malcolm
McLaren. That clothing
needed a voice to reach out
to the world and get noticed.
That voice was known as
the Sex Pistols, a band put
together and managed by
Malcolm McLaren in order
to sell more clothing,” says
PunkPistol.
PunkPistol later
worked with Vivienne
Westwood and Malcolm
McLaren, as well as meeting
other punk luminaries. He
sums it up: “Punk is, and
was, an attitude, and was

Warning

Punk can still shock today. It
is important to be aware when
viewing some punk websites that
they may contain shocking imagery.
Many have disclaimers, but some
visitors may still be offended.
Only view if you are over 18 years
of age and have an open mind.

EXPeC TO PaY..
Underneath, they were all someone’s son or daughter.
(Photo: RedKid.Net 2007)

In a time when nostalgia is
prompting reunions and re-issues
of all kinds, PunkPistol sees that
over 30 years on, buyers have fond
memories of their punk days.
He says: “Around 60 per cent of
the people who buy from me are
re-living their youth. I can honestly
say I’ve seen men cry over a teeshirt – they remember scrimping
and saving for one ... living in a
bed sit, going to gigs, their ﬁrst
girlfriend or boyfriend.”
PunkPistol is not exaggerating
about the tears: the clothing
sold by Vivienne Westwood and
Malcolm McLaren’s shop was not
cheap – tee-shirts started at £6
and a pair of shoes as much as
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£60 – prices that are closer to what
people might expect to pay today
for new clothes!
However, if you held on to your
clothing, it may have stood you in
good stead. These tee-shirts now
range from around £100 upwards,
depending on the strength of the
design and the condition. The
market for pristine examples
will always be strongest, but
it’s important to remember that
these garments were part of a
subcultural uniform, and many will
bear the scars of gigs, parties and
general ‘punk life’. Even so, these
are still collected. For those who do
not wish to wear (or can no longer
squeeze into) these garments, they

t

still look great framed.
The clothing should be
considered as combined works of
fashion and art. The screen-printed
designs and slogans of Jamie Reid
and Vivienne Westwood’s individual
style made for an impressive
combination that encapsulates the
restless feeling of the time. Taking
the image of Queen Elizabeth II
and modifying it with a safety pin
and his trademark slogans seems
risqué, even by today’s standards,
so strong is its impact. In the
1970s, the motifs and wording on
this clothing challenged the British
‘stiff upper lip’. From defacing
royalty to sexually charged imagery
and playful depictions of other

historical iconography, these
designs were intended to provoke.
Incidentally, it’s not only grownup punks reliving their youth, but
also serious followers of fashion
who understand the importance
of the punk style – particularly
in the USA and Japan. Punks
unknowingly shaped the future of
British fashion with their unique
sense of style that is still relevant
today. When these clothes were
originally produced, it
was impossible to predict the
future of fashion and, more
importantly, how Vivienne
Westwood would become a
standard bearer for innovation and
British fashion design.

..

not anything to do with
the hysteria the media and
tabloids created in this
country. The media ruined it.
Punk was about questioning
what you were told,
encouraging people to think
outside the box and not to
conform. It wasn’t about
sticking a safety pin in your
clothing or wearing a black
bin-liner.”
Whatever our
interpretation of punk, it
was something that worked
on several levels and was
interpreted differently by
people all over the country.
It manifested itself as a
burlesque style and often
the images we remember
are the extremes or
stereotypes. Often copied
but never bettered, the
clothing, artwork and other
memorabilia from this period
challenged conformity, and
the struggle paid off.
“You cannot beat the
originals – English history
and youth are embedded
in them. It’s unique British
fashion that could not have
happened anywhere else

in the world. Clothing that
shocked, still amazes and
intrigues, and let’s not forget
kids were arrested and
charged with indecency for
wearing some of them,” says
PunkPistol.
Despite punk being hailed
as the demise of Britain’s
youth, time has proved
a great healer. What was
once seen as ‘the enemy’
has become part of the
great British institution
of eccentricity. You don’t
have to look far to see its
impact. New bands wear
punk-inspired clothing and
even Radio 2’s Jonathan
Ross champions punk music
at every opportunity. The
opening titles of the BBC’s
Have I Got News For You
is just one television show
with clear references to the
work of Jamie Reid. At a
time when museums, fashion
magazines, celebrities
and today’s youth are now
recognising the power of
this movement, there is no
better time to consider punk
culture afresh – and possible
start a collection. CI

Seditionaries Chaos armband, £242
($500). (Courtesy of Punkﬂyer)

Rare Jamie Reid signed ﬂyer. (Courtesy Punkﬂyer)

Punk making the headlines.
(Courtesy of Punkﬂyer)

ABOVE Anarchy in the UK Christmas Day 1977 poster
– £750. (Courtesy of Punkrockposters)
BELOW Seditionaries Destroy muslin bondage top
– £12 when new, now worth £290 ($600)! (Courtesy
of Punkﬂyer)

ABOVE Anarchy in the UK
newspaper 1976 – a good
collecting area if clothing is out
of your price range. (Courtesy of
Punkﬂyer)

If a Seditionaries tee-shirt is out
of your price range, then there
may be other ways of collecting
memorabilia from this era. Posters
and ﬂyers are often a great
snapshot of the time. Gigs were
frequent and bands came, went
and evolved. The Sex Pistols were
hugely commercial, yet tame
when compared to other bands
on the scene. Nevertheless, the
ﬂyer or concert poster has an
immediacy and style shared
with the more identiﬁable ‘cut
and paste’ graphics style of
Jamie Reid.
Often posters were produced
cheaply and quickly and
reproduced on simple copying

machines, but few survived. They
were disposable items designed
to create awareness in the short
term and many simply had a
lifespan of an evening or few days
at most. However, they look great
framed and form a picture of their
time. Prices are reasonable – a
ﬂyer can cost £10-£60, depending
on the band. Posters cost more
but their impact is greater. A
collection can easily be built in
a relatively short time and on a
relatively modest budget. Fanzines
were also produced in this manner
and offer a good snapshot of the
time. It is a great way to track
bands and the general feeling of
the time.

Images: special thanks
go to PunkPistol
www.punkpistol.com
www.seditionaries.com
PunkFlyer AKA Mo
Abersheid, ﬁlmmaker

Punk records

Collect it! asked Rare Record
Price Guide editor Ian Shirley for
his opinion on the prices that
punk records could achieve. He
said: “When it comes to punk
record collectables it is apt that
the leading punk band the Sex
Pistols top the charts. Here are
ﬁve of the best, or most sought
after, to look out for in charity
shops or, more likely, that might
come under the hammer at
Christie’s auction house.”
1 Sex Pistols – God Save The
Queen/No Feelings (A&M 1977

AMS 7284) £7,500+
2 XTC – Science Friction/She’s
So Square (Virgin 1977 VS188)
unreleased in picture sleeve
£2,500+
3 Joy Division – An Ideal For
Living EP (Enigma 1978 PSS 139)
£800+
4 Generation X Your Generation/
Day By Day (77 Chrysalis CHS
2165) unreleased picture sleeve
showing pre-peroxide Billy Idol
£500+
5 999 Nasty Nasty/No Pity
(United Artists FREE 7 1977) Free
78rpm promo 50 only £200+
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